On Friday, September 9, we invite the campus community to take a few minutes to reflect on the events of September 11, 2001, when thousands of men, women, and children became victims of an attack on the U. S. by terrorists. This event occurred at the New York World Trade Center, the Pentagon in Virginia, and a western Pennsylvania field. Join us in remembering the lost, honoring the first responders, and supporting our nation’s military.

**View Any Time | World Trade Center Artifact | Near SCS Theater Entrance**

See an actual steel beam from one of the fallen World Trade Center Towers. The 3,888-pound piece of twisted steel measures 69.5 inches long and 39.5 inches wide. The University of Houston acquired the artifact through a collaboration between the Student Government Association and the Office of Student Affairs.

**8:00 a.m. – 8:00 p.m. | Photo Timeline Exhibit | SCS Theater Corridor**

Visit the 9/11 Photo Exhibit displaying a timeline of scenes that depict the events of September 11, 2001. Walk along the corridor that leads to the Student Center South Theater.

**9:11 a.m. | Ringing of the UH Carillon Eleven Times in Observance of 9/11**

Weather permitting, the UH community is welcome to place a miniature flag into the grounds surrounding the artifact as a sign of remembrance and respect. Pick up a flag near the artifact.